
PAGEANTRY PARADE POINT SCORE

How to enter:
Upon signing in, you will have opportunity to enter the Pageantry Parade Point Score as an individual and/or as a 
team.

Teams are limited to 8 members. To make the contribution of members more even, Laurels are worth two team 
members.

Individuals who are not part of a pre-organised team can join one of the ad hoc teams on the day.

Your pageantry could include items displaying heraldry for yourself, your household, the Barony/Canton/College, 
and/or the Kingdom.

Your heraldic display items may be made by you or by others (except for A&S entries).

Multipliers:
Pageantry based on registered or submitted devices are worth 1.5 points per example

Unregistered or made up devices are worth 1 point per example.

Way to earn points: 
On the combat field
All fighters and their supporters will be presented before the Baron and Baroness. During this time, points will be 
earned in two ways:

• Emblazoned on the shield, surcotes/tabbards/capes, banners, favours, etc of the combatant and/or their 
team of supporters 

• Blazon the combatant (or household) device as part of your presentation before the Baron and Baroness.

The Pageantry Parade Point Score has no influence to the heavy or rapier contest outcomes. There will be a 
separate prize for the winners of these events.

Arts and Science display
An Arts and Science display will be ongoing in the hall from midday and judged from 3pm. Points will be earned 
through any project by your hand that displays heraldic, household, baronial or kingdom pride.

All entries must be accompanied by an entry card displaying your SCA name, group affiliation, object name and a 
description of how it incorporates the heraldry.

Personal display
Clothing incorporating heraldic display, use of banners or standards or another heraldic display will earn points 

Additional Display
For people who want to add to the heraldic display, but do not want to enter the competition, or who would like to 
show items made by someone else, there will be an area for general pageantry display.


